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Most datapath synthesis approaches use a simple area model to evaluate design area quality.
However, using such a simplified model could mislead synthesis tasks into generating infe-
rior designs. This paper presents an extensive experimental study to validate the correlation
between the tradition area model, our proposed area model, and the actual layouts. The
results show that traditional area quality measures are not good indicators for optimization in
datapath synthesis. Moreover, this paper also shows that to provide accurate indications for
design tradeoffs in high-level synthesis, the fidelity of the estimates is more important than
the accuracy.
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1. INTRODUCTION

High-level synthesis deals with the transformation of
a behavioral description into an RTL design. In gen-
eral, high-level synthesis performs a number of tasks
including scheduling, allocation, and binding [9, 3,
20]. In the first step, operations are scheduled and
assigned to control states. In the second step, opera-
tions are bound to functional units, variables are
bound to storage units, and communication paths
(busses and multiplexers) are chosen for data transfer
between functional units and storage units. Finally,
the synthesis tool generates a structural netlist con-

sisting of a datapath and a control sequence table.
The datapath netlist consists of a set of generic reg-

ister-transfer (RT) components (e.g., functional, inter-
connect and storage units). The control unit specifies
the control signals for executing register transfers in
each state, as well as the sequencing for the design’s
next state.

The process of generating fabrication data for cus-
tom or semicustom technologies from a structural de-
sign consists of several steps, including technology
mapping, module generation, floorplanning, pl,ace-
ment and routing. Technology mapping assigns real
components from a physical library to the generic
components in the structural design. It is usually fol-
lowed by some optimization procedures to reduce the
total area and delay of the design. Module generators
perform placement and routing of each module inde-
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pendently. The floorplanner determines the positions
and interconnections of modules and generates the
final layout.

In the past, the number and size of functional units,
registers, muxes (or equivalent 2-to-1 muxes), mux

inputs and connections (or wires) were the common-
ly-used area measures in high-level synthesis. Conse-
quently, a great deal of effort has been devoted to

minimizing the number and size of registers and
muxes in high-level synthesis [2, 5, 10, 12, 17, 21,
23, 25, 26, 32]. However, these area measures assume
that the layout area is directly proportional to the
number and size of RT components and do not take
into account layout technology factors, such as layout
architectures or styles, component libraries, and the

impact of floorplanning, placement and routing.
These factors often greatly affect the final layout of
the design.

In this paper, we perform an empirical study to

validate the correlation between the traditional area
model, our proposed area model [35], and the actual
layout. We first present the layout area model and an

iterative improvement binding algorithm for datapath
optimization. Then, we present a series of experi-
ments to compare the traditional area model, our pro-
posed area model, and the actual layouts. We have
demonstrated that the quality measures based on the
traditional area model are not good indicators for op-
timization in datapath synthesis. In addition, we have
shown that to provide good indications for design
tradeoffs during synthesis process, the fidelity of the
estimates is more important than the accuracy. The
work presented in this paper suggests that a high-
fidelity and fast quality measure procedure is desir-
able in high-level synthesis.
The remainder of this paper is organized in the

following manner. Section 2 describes some previous
work. Section 3 presents the implementation for the
empirical study. Section 4 gives experimental results
and discussions. Finally, Section 5 concludes our ap-
proach.

2. PREVIOUS WORK

There are two approaches to incorporate physical de-

sign information into high-level synthesis, as shown

in Figure 1. The first approach (Path 1) uses some
layout models to estimate design area quality. The
drawback of using simplified layout models is low
accuracy of obtained estimates. Hence, using such a

simplified model could mislead the synthesis tasks
into generating inferior designs. The second approach
(Path 2) feeds back the actual layout information by
performing layout synthesis. This approach does pro-
vide accurate estimates; however, it is too slow for
nontrivial designs.
BUD [18] used layout models to estimate area for

each module, and then implemented a floorplanning
procedure to estimate the total design area. Chippe
1] fed back layout information obtained from simple

layout models to guide scheduling and allocation. Fa-
solt [13] also fed back layout information to improve
scheduling and allocation; however, the layout infor-

mation is obtained by performing layout generation.
3D-scheduling [34] took into account interconnect

delays during the scheduling process by incorporat-
ing a ttoorplanner. Pangrle et al. [22] also addressed
placement and routing issues in high-level connectiv-

ity synthesis.
McFarland used the BUD system to perform a

number of experiments to demonstrate that a simple
layout model ignoring interconnects and other layout
factors is inadequate to provide accurate estimates

during the synthesis process [19] In addition, Parker
et al., also performed a series of experiments to show
the effects of physical design characteristics on the

area-performance tradeoff curve, using both pipelined
and nonpipelined design styles [24].

th2

Datapath synthesis

Layout synthesis

Path1

FIGURE Two layout-driven datapath synthesis approaches.
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To obtain more accurate quality measures for high-
level synthesis, many researchers have focused on

developing more realistic layout models and estima-
tion methods. Early studies [6, 8, 11, 31] concen-
trated on developing estimation models for the pre-
diction of the wiring space.
PLEST [15] and that of Pedram and Preas [27, 28],

used analytical models for standard cell area and wire

length estimations from gate level netlists. Both mod-
els reported a 10% accuracy in predicting standard
cell layout areas. Zimmermann [37] used a construc-

tive approach to estimate the area and shape function
of custom layouts. Given a design description, it par-
titions the design into a slicing tree. At the leaf-cell
level, the area and shape functions are known pre-
cisely. At each level, the wiring area between two

blocks is estimated. The chip area and shape can be
obtained by adding up through the hierarchy from the
leaf-cell level.
LAST [16] and TELE [29] used a combination of

analytical and constructive techniques to estimate the
area and delay of a netlist of cells. It partitions the
circuit repeatedly into a slicing tree in which the level
of the slicing tree is specified by the user. The shape
function of each leaf cell is then estimated using an

analytical model. Because the constructing level is

controlled by the user, this approach permits the user

to trade off the accuracy of the prediction versus the
run time of the predictor.

Recent work such as [4, 30, 35] provides area and
delay quality measures for driving high-level synthe-
sis tools. In [4, 35] abstracted layout area and timing
models for high-level synthesis were presented.
These models considered several layout factors, in-

cluding layout architectures, placement, and routing,
and experimentally shown to accurately and effi-
ciently reflect the effects of the datapath design
tradeoffs. In [30] a layout predictive model was pro-
posed to take into account the effects of wiring and
floorplanning on the area and performance estima-
tions of RT level designs.

3. IMPLEMENTATION

This section discusses the layout model and binding
algorithm in greater detail. In order to study the cor-

relation between the traditional area models, our pro-
posed area models, and the actual layouts, we use an

iterative improvement binding algorithm with given
resource constraints to allow us explore the design
space.

3.1 Layout Architecture and Layout Model

To obtain more realistic quality measures in high-
level synthesis, a layout model should take into ac-

count most technology factors such as layout archi-
tecture, technology mapping, placement, and routing.
However, it is difficult to develop a general purpose
layout model that will provide accurate quality mea-

sures for a variety of layout architectures. Thus, first
we have to select a target layout architecture and then
focus on this target architecture to develop the layout
model.
A datapath consists of a set of regularly structured

RT components, such as ALUs, multiplexers, latches,
drivers and shifters. Datapath layout is accomplished
using a stack of functional and storage units that are

placed one above the other and partitioned into bit
slices (Figure 2(a)). The stack grows horizontally
when the bit width increases; it grows vertically
when the number of units increases. Each bit slice of
a unit may be a handcrafted custom cell or imple-
mented with one row of connected standard cells.
These two layout styles are shown in Figures 2(b)
and (c). The difference between these two styles is in
the layers used for routing of the control and data
wires, in the use of custom or standard cells, and in
the routing of data lines over the cells or in a separate
channel.

In the first layout architecture shown in Figure
2(b), diffusion strips for P and N transistors are

placed horizontally. Power/ground wires and control
lines common to different bit slices in each unit run

horizontally in the first metal layer. Data lines con-

necting distinct units in each bit slice run vertically in
the second metal layer. In the second layout architec-
ture shown in Figure 2(c), a bit slice of each unit
consists of one or more standard cells. P and N dif-

fusion strips are placed vertically. Power and ground
wires run vertically in the first metal layer. Data lines
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FIGURE 2 The layout architectures and models: (a) datapath stack, (b) custom cell architecture, (c) standard cell architecture.

are placed in the routing channel and run vertically in
the first metal or the polysilicon layer.

To compute the height of a bit slice (Hdp), we must
observe that the height is proportional to the number
of transistors in the single row standard-cell layout
architecture in Figure 2(c). Each bit slice of a unit

consists of several diffusion strips separated by gaps.
The transistors on each diffusion strip are separated
by metal-diffusion contacts or just by the minimal-
allowed poly-to-poly spacing. Thus, the height of
each unit (Hu,it) in Figure (c) can be computed as a

product of number of transistors in unitg (trunit) and
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transistor-pitch coefficient o in tm/transistor obtained
by averaging o over all units in the library, i.e.,

3.2 An Iterative Improvement Binding Algorithm

3.2.1 Hypergraph Model

nunit o X tFunit. (1)

Similarly, the height of the bit-sliced stack of n units
is

ndp O X (i= trunit)" (2)

Similarly, arrangement can be made for layout ar-
chitecture I shown in Figure 2(b). Although P and N
strips are placed horizontally in several rows, the
height of the unit slice (Hun,) can be computed by
Equation 1 using a different transistor-pitch coeffi-
cient o’. This is possible since the width of the unit
slice (Wce) is a fixed constant. Thus, nunit can reflect
the size of the cell in the number of transistors.
The width of a bit slice (Wbit) is equal tO the sum

of the width of the unit slice (Wcell) and the width of
the routing channel (Wch). Wcell for both layout archi-
tectures is a constant since all unit slices are prede-
signed to be the same width. The width of the routing
channel (Wch) is calculated as a product of the wire

pitch () and the difference between the number of
estimated routing tracks (Trkest) required to com-
pletely connect all nets in one bit slice and the num-
ber of available over-the-cell routing tracks (Trktop)
as

0; if Trktop >-- Zrkes
Wch X (Trkex Trktop); if Trktop < Trkes

(3)

where Trktop in the architecture II is equal to zero,
and coefficient is equal to the sum of minimal wire
width and minimal spacing between two metal wires.

Hence, the datapath area (Aap) can be calculated as
a product of number of bits (bw) and the area of one
bit slice as shown below:

Adp b X Hdp X (Wcell q" Wch). (4)

In order to use the proposed layout model, we model
the hardware description (RT structural netlist) as a
hypergraph that consists of a set of hypernodes V and
a set of hyperedges E. Each hypernode represents a

physical component, such as a functional unit, an in-
put/output port or a storage unit. Each hyperedge rep-
resents a physical wire connecting two hypernodes
(two components). For instance, Figures 3(a) and (b)
show a structural netlist and its corresponding hyper-
graph representation. Input/output ports a, b, c, h and
g are mapped to hypernodes Vl, v2, v3, v9 and vlo,

registers Regl, Reg2 and Reg3 are mapped to hyper-
nodes v4, v5 and v6, and functional units Mult and
Adder are mapped to hypernodes v7 and v8.

Each hypernode contains a set of input/output pins
that are either commutable or non-commutable.
When an input pin of a hypernode connects to more
than one hyperedge, an interconnect unit (e.g., a

mux) is needed to choose between the alterative in-

puts. For instance, since the second input pin (In2) of
the hypernode v8 in Figure 3(b) connects to hypern-
odes v4 and v6 (i.e., Regl and Reg3), a mux (Mux5) is

needed as shown in Figure 3(a).

3.2.2 Area Cost Function

Since we model the structural netlist as a hypergraph,
we can calculate the datapath area from the hyper-
graph using the layout model described in Section
3.1. Using this model, we need two elements to com-

pute the area: the number of transistors and the num-
ber of routing tracks.
The number of transistors of each RT component

can be obtained directly from the target component
library. To obtain the number of routing tracks re-

quired to completely connect all nets in one bit slice,
we first implement stack placement using the KLFM
[7] algorithm. Then we implement routing track as-

signments using the left-edge algorithm. Since the
stack placement takes pseudo-linear time and the

routing-track estimation takes O(nlogn) time where n
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FIGURE 3 Hypergraph formation: (a) a structural netlist, (b) a corresponding hypergraph.

V
6

is the number of nets in the RT-netlist, the complexity
of the area calculation is approximately O(nlogn).

3.2.3 The Algorithm

The objective of datapath binding is to assign opera-
tions to functional units and to ssign variables to

storage units so that the total layout area is mini-
mized. Using the hypergraph model, we can formu-
late the binding problem into a graph-partitioning
problem, as follows: Given a data-flow graph, its cor-
responding schedule, and a set of functional units,
partition operations and variables into a set of hyper-
nodes, such that:

1. no two operations in the same control step can be
assigned to the same functional-unit hypernode;

2. no variables with overlapping lifetimes can be as-

signed to the same storage-unit hypernode;
3. the total area of the hypergraph is minimized.

The algorithm consists of two phases: initial assign-
ment and interchange optimization. Initial assignment
consists of two steps: hypemode formation and hy-
peredge formation. In the first step, the algorithm de-
termines the minimum number of registers required to

store all variables using the left-edge algorithm [14]
and assigns variables to corresponding registers. The
algorithm then assigns operations to the given func-

tional units arbitrarily, such that no more than one op-
eration in the same control step will be assigned to the
same functional unit. Finally, the input/output ports,
registers, and functional units are mapped to a set of
hypemodes, and the operations and variables are as-

signed to their corresponding hypemodes.
For example, Figure 4(a) shows a data flow graph

example that is scheduled into five steps. Given an
adder and a multiplier, Figure 4(b) shows the opera-
tion and variable assignment. Operations add1, add2
and add3 are assigned to the adder (Adder), and op-
erations multl and mult2 are assigned to the multi-

plier (Mult). For the eight variables a, b, c, d, e, f, g
and h, and we need three registers to store them as
shown in Figure 4(b). The input/output ports, func-
tional units, and registers are mapped to a set of hy-
pernodes as shown in Figure 4(c). The input port a is

mapped to the hypernode v1, the Mult is mapped to

the hypernode v7, and the Regl is mapped to the hy-
pernode v4. The data flow graph is folded into this set

of hypernodes by mapping the operations and vari-
ables to their corresponding hypemodes.

In the hyperedge formation step, the algorithm
maps dependency edges to hyperedges one at a time.
If a dependency edge can share the same path with
another hyperedge, then the edges can be merged into
a single hyperedge, otherwise a new hyperedge has to

be created. Applying the hyperedge formation on the
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FIGURE 4 Allocation using the hypergraph: (a) a data flow graph and schedule, (b) variable and operation assignments, (c) after folding
the .data flow graph into a hypergraph, (d) the final hypergraph.

example of Figure 4(c) results in the final hypergraph
shown in Figure 4(d).

In the interchange optimization phase, the algo-
rithm performs hyperedge merging by interchanging

operations and variables that reside in the hypern-
odes. The overall binding algorithm is shown in Ap-
pendix I [36]. The algorithm first locates the hypern-
odes such that their inputs connect to more than one
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hypemode (locateeasible_merging_hyperedge(H)).
The hyperedges connected to the inputs of these hy-
pernodes are called "feasibly-mergeable hyperedges".
For example, in Figure 4(d) there are two input hy-
peredges e and e2 entering the r_input of V7. el and
e2 are selected as two feasibly-mergeable hyperedges.
For each feasibly mergeable hyperedge, the proce-
dure relocate_node(e) locates a set of variables or

operations associated with this hyperedge. For exam-
ple, e is associated with variable e in V5 while e2 is
associated with variable c in V6. Nodes e and c are
selected as the relocate_nodes. The algorithm then
tries to rearrange the nodes (e.g., nodes e and c) to

reduce the interconnect cost. That is if e and c can be
merged by relocating c into V5 or e into V6, a 2-to-1
mux in front of the r_input of V7 can be eliminated.
The algorithm rearranges the nodes and calculates the
layout area as described in the previous section. If a
smaller layout area is obtained, then a merging solu-
tion has been found. The algorithm begins with the
minimum number of registers and performs the bind-

ing iteratively by incrementing the number of regis-
ters to explore the design space. For each iteration,
the algorithm runs repeatedly until no more improve-
ment can be found.

Each inter while loop of the algorithm takes O(prq)
time, where p denotes the number of hyperedges, r
the average number of variables or operations associ-
ated with the feasible merging hyperedges, q the
number of hypernodes. The detailed complexity anal-
ysis can be found in [36]. In our experience, the local
optimal state (no_more_improve) can be achieved by
less than 20 iterations. The run times for all examples
described in the Experiments and Results section are
less than 15 seconds.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We have implemented the proposed algorithm using
the C programming language on a SUN4 workstation
under UNIX. We have experimented on 4 designs
with 16 different schedules and resources implemen-
tations of the elliptic filter benchmark. Each imple-

mentation uses a different number of registers and
muxes. The o coefficient was calculated based on the
VTI 1.5- datapath library [33]. The final layouts
were generated using Mentor Graphics GDT tools.
The layout architectures used in Figure 5 and Figure
6 correspond to those described in Section 3, in
which the Layout Architecture I uses 13 over-the-cell
routing tracks for each bit slice. Since the multiplier
is treated as a macrocell, its area remains constant

throughout all the examples, and is not included in
the results. Figure 7 shows that 64 area measures us-

ing different combinations of layout architectures,
muxes or buses (one tri-state buffer for each mux

input). The results show that 90% of the estimates are
within 90% accuracy.
We have investigated the "fidelity" of our area es-

timates. Fidelity is another crucial factor in the qual-
ity measure that indicates the degree of the estimated
results correspond to the actual results. In other
words, fidelity is the deviation from the average error
over all design points. If the error over all design
points is always of the same magnitude then fidelity
is high. For instance, Figure 8 shows two examples,
in which the solid line represents the actual results
while the dash line represents the estimated results.
Figure 8(a) shows that the estimates predict the actual
results well; that is, if we have to select the mini-
mum-cost design then design C will be selected since

the estimate C’ predicts the minimum cost. Thus, the
estimates in Figure 8(a). show high fidelity. On the
other hand, the estimates in Figure 8(b) show poor
fidelity since design B will be selected as the mini-
mum-cost design according to the estimate B’. How-
ever, design B has the highest cost.

We compare the "fidelity" of 7 different metrics,
namely metric #1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 (Figure 9). The
numbers in Figure 9 represent the percent difference
between the area of the predicted minimal area im-
plementation and the actual minimal area of the de-
sign.

For each design, we first choose the minimum cost

implementation according to different metrics. For
example, based on metric #5, we choose the imple-
mentation with the minimum number of transistors as

the best implementation (Figure 5). For design D, the
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Area not including multiplier Layout Architecture La)/out Architecture II
#trks. EsLArea ,ctulArea Est. Est, Area ActulArea Est.Design # of # of / # Mux #trs. #netsReg. Mux./Inputs Actual (est.) (ud/bit) (u/bit) Actual (u/bit) (ud/bit) Actual

A

B

C

D

10

11

12

13

10

11

12

13

10

11

12

11/34 552 27

10 / 33 564 27

8 / 31 572

9 / 33 604

8 / 30 472

6 / 28 480 22

6 / 28 500 23

6 / 29 524 24

7 / 30 480 20

11(15) 129,680 136,720 0.95 213,625 193, t17 1.11

11(12) 124,080 138,080 0.90 2001216 195,038 1.03

27 11(12) 125,840 138,480 0.91 200,796’195,490 1.03

28 10(15) 143,653 145,040 0.98 226,625 199,4a0 1.14

23 10(11) 103,840 113,440 0.92 166,234 156,420 1.03

9(10) 105,600 113,760 0.93 156,420 151,726 1.03

9(11) 110,000 117,280 0.94 165,t358 156,862 1.06

9(10) 115,280 122,080 0.94 167,860 163,282 1.03

5 / 27 480 19

5’/28 504 19

8(11) 105,600 113,536 0.93 160,369 146,464 1.09

10(12) 105,600 111,456 0.95 161,611 151,836 1.06

9(11) .110,880 115,296 0.96 162,855 152,934 1.06

13 6/31 540 23

10 10/36 508 23

11 6 / 28 482 20

12 6 / 26 492 21 8(10)

13 5 / 23 490 21 8(11)

9(11) 118,800 126,736 0.94 179,014 168,235 1.06

o()

9()

111,760 125,376 0.89 177,093 170,976 1.04

106,040 113,136 0.94 159,804 150,045 1.07

108,240 115,696 0.94 159,082 149,272 1.07

107,800 113,696 0.95 158,595 146,672 1.09

A" 17-step, 3-adder, 2-piped multipliers.
B 19-step, 2-adder, 2-multiplier.

C’21-step, 2-adder, 1-multiplier.
D’ 19-step, 2-adder, 1-piped multiplier.

FIGURE 5 The datapath area estimates of the elliptic filter example with mux implementation.

implementation with 11 registers, 6 muxes, 28 mux
inputs (482 transistors) is chosen as the best imple-
mentation in which the areas are 113,136m2 and
150,045wn2 using layout architectures I and II, re-

spectively. On the other hand, the actual minimal ar-
eas for design D are 113,136gm2 and 146,672tm2.
For design D with layout architecture I, the transistor
metric (metric #5) accurately predicts the minimum
area. Since the percent difference between the area of
predicted best implementation and the actual mini-
mum area is 0, the entry for metric #5 and design D
with layout architecture I in Figure 9(a) is 0. On the
other hand, for design D with layout architecture II,
the area of predicted best implementation is 2.3%

(150,045m2 vs. 146o6721.tm2) larger than the actual
minimum area of the design. Hence, the number in
Figure 9(a) is 2.3.

Since all implementations using layout architecture
I use less than 13 actual routing tracks, they do not

require any extra routing tracks. Hence, the area of
the datapath is solely dependent on the number of

transistors. This is the reason why metric #5 can pre-
dict the minimum area implementations on all de-

signs using layout architecture I. Metrics #1, 2, 3 and
4 give poor predictions because register and mux
counts alone will not accurately predict total number
of transistors in the datapath. Metric #6 also gives
poor predictions because this metric considers wiring
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Area not including multiplier

Design # of
Reg.

10

A 11

12 8 / 31 780 28 9(13)

13 9 / 33 824 29 8(12)

10 8 / 30 672 21 8(10)

11 6 / 28 688 22 7(9)
B

12 6 / 28 688 23 9(10)

13 6 / 29 720 24 8(10)

10 7 / 30 672 20 10(10)

Layout Architecture .La/out Architecture II

# of / # Mux #trs. #nets
#trks. Est..Area Actual Area Est. uSrArea ActulArea ,,--,,--Est"

Mux./Inputs Actual (est.) (un/bit) (unt"/bit) Actual bit) (u/bit) Actual

11 / 34 776 26 11(15) 182,888 162,240 1.13 259,600 229,164 1.13

10/33 784 28 10(14) 174,526 163,680 1.07 255,750 225,060 1.14

171,600 162,720 1.05 242,063 217,638 1.11

181,280 168,960 1.07 244,976 219,648 1.10

147,840 136,960 1.08 199,176 172,912 1.15

151,360 136,000 1.11 197,2601171,700 1.15

151,360 139,840 1.08 203,800 187,036 1.09

158,400 146,080 1.08 200,860 189,904 1.06

147,840 136,896 1.08 199,176 186,816 1.07

C
,11 5.,/27 656 19 8(8)

12 5 / 28 688 2O 7(8)

13 6 / 31 744 23 9(8)

10 10/36 744 21 10(13)

1’44,320 133,536 1.08 184,380 172,464 1.07

151,360 137,376 1.10 192,572 172,446 1.10

163,680 153,216 1.07 209,644 203,652 1.03

163,680 148,896 1.10 225,099 203,316 1.10

D
1 1 6 / 28 668 19 7(9) 146,960 133,536

12 6 / 26 664 20 8(9) 146,080 132,576

13 5 / 23 648 20 8(8) 142,560 129,216

1.10 191.706 167,598 1.14

1.10 196,824 171,216 1.11

1.10 181,324 166,848 1.09

A" 17-step, 3-adder, 2-piped multipliers.
B" 19-step, 2-adder, 2-multiplier.

(3"21-step, 2-adder, 1-multiplier.
D" 19-step, 2-adder, 1-piped multiplier.

FIGURE 6 The datapath area estimates of the elliptic filter example with bus implementation.

area in terms of number of unique nets, which is ab-
sent in this case. Our layout model (metric #7) shows
accurate predictions except for the design A due to

over-estimation in the number of routing tracks
caused by our simple linear placement method.

Using layout architecture II, transistors and routing
tracks make equal contribution to the total area.
Hence, design quality measures which do not con-
sider routing tracks, for example metrics #1, 2, 3, 4
and 5, do not predict layout area well. Metric #6 does
not do well because the number of unique nets does
not directly indicate the number of routing tracks. As
for our layout model, the results show consistent fi-
delity.

The results also show that neither the design with
the minimum number of registers nor the design with
the minimum number of muxes can guarantee the
minimum area. For instance, The corresponding
curve of Figure 5 is shown in Figure 10, which indi-
cates:

(1) The designs with the minimum number of regis-
ters do not always produce the minimum area,
such as:
(i) 21-step and architecture I (Figure 10(e)).
(ii) 19-step and 19-step with 2-adder and 1-piped

multiplier, and architecture II (Figure
lO(d)(h)).
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(%)

1.0
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FIGURE 7 The accuracy analysis of the datapath area estimates.

(2) The designs with the minimum number of mux
inputs do not always produce the minimum area,
such as:
(i) 19-step with 2-adder and 1-piped multiplier,

and architecture I (Figure 10(g)).
(ii) 21-step and architecture II (Figure 10(f)).
(iii) 17-step, architecture I and II (Figure 10(a)(b)).

(3) The design that produces the minimum area us-

ing layout architecture I does not guarantee the
minimum area using layout architecture II. For
example, the 21-step design (Figure 10(e)) with

11 registers and 27 mux inputs produces the
minimum area using layout architecture I but not

layout architecture II (Figure 10(f)).

Cost
B

S

S

L D’

B>A>D>C
B’> A’> D’> C’ Good fidelity

Design

Cost

D

B>A>D>C
C’> A’> D’> B’

Design
Poor fidelity

(a) (b)

FIGURE 8 The fidelity analysis: (a) good fidelity, (b) poor fidelity.
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Metrics Quality mesures

1 # Register 0 0

2 # iux Input 1.27 0.28

3 # Equivalent 2:1 mux 0 0
# Register +,
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7 1.0
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implementation and the actual minimum area of the design
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B D
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0
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0
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A
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# Mux input 0.3
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0

0.7
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0.01 0

0.01 0
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# transistor 0 0 0 0 5.3

Register+ # Mux input 0 0 0 0 5.3
+ #. U.icl..Ue .net

21.8

0

0
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FIGURE 9 Comparative study of the elliptic filter example with different design quality measures: (a) mux implementation, (b) bus
implementation.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented an extensive empirical
study on a set of 16 designs of the elliptic filter
benchmark. We have investigated the correlation be-
tween the traditional area cost functions, our pro-
posed area model, and the actual layouts. The results
show that our proposed area model accurately reflects
the effects of datapath area tradeoffs. The results also

show that traditional area quality measures are not

good indicators for optimization in datapath synthe-
sis.
We also addressed two main factors in quality

measures: accuracy and fidelity. Intuitively, to oblain
a high-accuracy layout quality measure in high-level
synthesis requires to take into account all aspects of
layout generation from a structural design. However,
this very time-consuming quality measure procedure
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(a) 17-step, mux, and architecture I.
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FIGURE 10 The results of the Elliptic Filter example with multiplex implementation.
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is not suitable to provide design-tradeoff information
during the synthesis process. To support decision-
making for design tradeoffs during the synthesis pro-
cess, we only need the indication about which design
is better than others regardless how accurate the qual-
ity measure is. Thus, the fidelity of estimates is more
important than the accuracy. In addition, to provide a
fast design-tradeoff decision during the synthesis pro-
cess, a simple quality measure model is needed. From
above observation, a high-fidelity and effective qual-
ity measure is desirable in high-level synthesis.

In this study, we have focused on the area quality
measures of datapaths with bit-sliced layouts. Other
datapath layout architectures (e.g., multiple-metal
routing and macro-cell layouts) and irregular-shaped
datapaths are not considered in this study, which
should be studied further. In addition, the quality
measures in chip-level synthesis, including datapaths,
control units, memories, and the impacts of floorplan-
ning, should be studied further. Moreover, more

benchmarkings should be done on a wide range of
designs in order to validate the correlation between
the proposed quality measures and the actual layouts.
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1. APPENDIX I

Algorithm 1. Layout-driven binding.

Let
G {V,E} be a data flow graph;
H {V,E} be a hypergraph;
"count" be a given arbitrary number;
P be a set of feasible merging hyperedges;
F be a set of given functional units;
T be a set of control assignments;
R be a set of registers;

Hardware_Allocation(G,F,T,count){
Rx=
while (count > 0) do
H Initial_Assignment(G,Rx);
old_area layout_estimation(H);
/*Interchange optimization*/
no_more_improve FALSE;
while (no_more_improve FALSE) do

P locate_feasible_merging_hyperedge(H);
a_gain_merging FALSE;
for (V feasible_merging_hyperedge e P)
do

/*relocate nodes associated with hyper-
edge e*/

H’ relocate_node(e);
new_area layout_estimation(H’);
if (new_area < old_area)do
H H’’
old_area new_area;

a_gain_merging TRUE;
endif

endfor
if (a_gain_merging FALSE) then
no_more_improve TRUE;
endif

endwhile
/*incrementing one more register for next allo-
cation iteration*/count count 1;
if (count < 0)then

Rx R U register;
endif

endwhile
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